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Indian Resources Development
The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences is an engine for economic and community development in New Mexico, improving the lives of New Mexicans through academic, research, and Extension programs.
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ORIGIN

Collaboration

Indian Resources Development
New Mexico Statutes
Chapter 21 – Article 10

Indian Resources Development is housed at New Mexico State University but is charged to serve the state of New Mexico.
Connect Native American students in the state of New Mexico with opportunities for internships and education in the fields of

- Agriculture
- Natural Resources
- Business
- Engineering
MISSION 2

supports NM tribal entities and members in making the most of their agricultural, natural and business resources, at the same time that they increase the technical and managerial expertise to manage those resources.
NM Universities & Colleges

Tribal Nations in NM

NM High Schools

Native Businesses

main partners
In collaboration with partners, IRD promotes, funds, or helps develop **internships** for high school or college students.
Pathways to Research Opportunities & Internships

Learning + Skills = Professional and personal growth

agriculture – engineering
natural resources – business